Subject: Power source for MIG/MAG continuous seam welding “SOUND MIG 2035/M PULSE”.

We would like to inform you that, as an alternative to the standard tooling/equipment for repairing aluminium chasses, the above mentioned new single-phase inverter power source is now available.

This power source, which has been tested and approved by Ferrari, can be ordered (together with its accessories), directly from the company CEBORA S.p.A., which will also send the parts to your headquarters.

› SOUND MIG 2035/M PULSE
  power source (Fig. 1),
  art. code 285

› Torch PUSH-PULL (Fig. 2),
  4 metres, equipped with UP-DOWN,
  art. code 2003

› TROLLEY (Fig. 3), for carrying the power source,
  cod. art. 1432

Please send your requests (contact person Mr. Antonio Scognamiglio) directly to:

CEBORA S.p.A.
Via Andrea Costa, 24
40057 Cadriano di Granarolo
Bologna, Italy
Tel. +39-051-765000
Fax +39-051-765222
E-mail: sales.dept@cebora.it

Thank you for your attention.